The following materials are from the 1990 Census. Most of the 2000 Census materials on Hawaii have not yet been issued as printed publications. Check the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/) and Hawaii State Data Center (http://www.hawaii.gov/dbedt/sdcrpt.html) websites for information.

Title: Statistical profiles of Oahu neighborhood areas (1980-1990)  

Based on data from the 1980 and 1990 Census of population and housing.

Subject(s): Oahu (Hawaii)--Population--Statistics.  
Honolulu (Hawaii)--Population--Statistics.

Call Number: HA329.7 .H65 H67 1994  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference

Title: 1990 census tract names for the State of Hawaii  

Subject(s): Census districts--Hawaii.  
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.  

Call Number: HA329.6 .A199 1994  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Main Reference


Subject(s): Census districts--Hawaii--Maps.  
Housing--Hawaii--Statistics--Maps.  

Call Number: G4381.E25 1990 C45 1992  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference  
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Main Reference

For Honolulu maps, see Government Documents Collection, ground floor Hamilton Library.
City and County of Honolulu street address to census tract and zip
[Honolulu] : s.n.

Subject(s): Street addresses--Hawaii--Honolulu--Directories.
Census districts--Hawaii--Honolulu--Directories.
Zip codes--Hawaii--Honolulu--Directories.

Listing by street name, with tract number.

Hawaii's economic, social, and housing 'portrait' drawn from 1990 census long form

Subject(s): Housing--Hawaii--Statistics.
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.
Hawaii--Economic conditions--Statistics.
Hawaii--Social conditions--Statistics.

Selected social, economic and housing information for the State of Hawaii by island and census tract : 1990

Subject(s): Housing--Hawaii--Statistics.
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.
Hawaii--Statistics.

General social and economic characteristics for the State of Hawaii : 1990

Subject(s): Hawaii--Population--Statistics.

Table on educational attainment, labor force and occupation, income and poverty.
Title: **Ethnic groups by neighborhoods**
[1993]

Subject(s): Ethnic groups--Hawaii--Statistics.
Minorities--Hawaii--Statistics.
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.

Call Number: HA 329.15 1990 .E85 1993
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Main Reference-Library Use Only

Lists ethnic groups by neighborhoods on the islands of Oahu, Hawaii, Kauai, Maui, Lanai, Molokai.

Title: **Census tract data by ethnicity**
[1993?]

Subject(s): Ethnic groups--Hawaii--Statistics.
Minorities--Hawaii--Statistics.
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.

Call Number: HA 329.15 1990 .C48 1993
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Main Reference-Library Use Only

Title: **General population and housing characteristics for the State of Hawaii: 1990**

Subject(s): Housing--Hawaii--Statistics.
Minorities--Hawaii--Statistics.
Ethnology--Hawaii--Statistics.
Hawaii--Population--Statistics.
Hawaii--Statistics.

Section 1. Selected characteristics maps by counties -- section 2. County and island tables -- section 3. Census tract tables.

Call Number: HA329.6 .G45 1993
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Hawaiian Reference
Location: UH Manoa: Hamilton Main Reference-Library Use Only